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Introduction

To ﬁnd design variables that minimize or maximize values of objective functions is called an optimization problem.
Optimization problems are often found in real world problems, such as structural design problems, job shop scheduling
problems, adjustment problems of control, prediction of protein tertiary structure problems and so on. In many real
world problems, we often found that there is not only one objective but also many objectives. These optimization
problems are called multi-objective optimization problems. Usually, since there is a trade-oﬀ relation ship among the
objectives, it is diﬃcult to minimize/maximize all values of the objectives. Therefore, the solutions that are dominant
to the other solutions are important and these solutions are called Pareto optimal solutions. To ﬁnd Pareto-optimum
solutions is one of the goals of multi-objective optimization problems.
Genetic Algorithm (GA) [1] that simulates species’ heredity and evolution is one of optimization algorithms.
GA is a multi-point searching method and a stochastic searching method. Usually, when the derivatives of the
problems cannot be derived or the problems are discrete, a conventional gradient method is very diﬃcult to apply
to the problems. On the other hand, GA is very easy to apply to several types of problems. At the same time,
GA might ﬁnd Pareto optimum solutions at one trial, since GA is a multi-point searching method. Therefore, GA
is very powerful tool to ﬁnd Pareto-optimum solutions. In this few years, several new algorithms that can ﬁnd
good Pareto-optimum solutions with small calculation cost have been developed. Those are roughly divided into
two categories; those are the methods using Pareto explicitly and implicitly. NSGAII [2] and SPEA2 [3] are the
typical algorithm of the method using Pareto explicitly. MOGADES [4] is in the category of the method using
Pareto implicitly. Good Pareto-optimum solutions should have the following characteristics; Solutions should be
close to the real Pareto front, solutions should not be concentrated but widespread and solutions should have the
optimum solutions of every single objective function. In this study, to derive the good Pareto optimum solutions,
two algorithms are combined and illustrated. The proposed algorithm is called Distributed Cooperation model of
Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm with Environmental Scheme (DCMOGADES). DCMOAGADES is applied to
some test functions and the eﬀectiveness of the proposed algorithm is illustrated.
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Distributed Cooperation model of Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm with Environmental Scheme (DCMOGADES)

In the proposed algorithm, two diﬀerent algorithms are combined; those are Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm with
Distributed Environment Scheme (MOGADES) and Distributed Cooperation model of Multi-Objective Genetic
Algorithm (DCMOGA). In this section, these two models are explained.
2.1

Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm with Distributed Environment Scheme (MOGADES) [4]

Distributed Genetic Algorithm (DGA) is one of parallel models of GAs. In DGA, the population is divided into sub
populations. This sub population is called an island. In each island, genetic operations have been performed for
several iterations. After the iterations, some of the individuals of each island are chosen randomly and move to the
other islands. This operation is called a migration. This model is suitable for parallel computers. At the same time,
it is also reported that DGAs can ﬁnd optimum solution with smaller calculation cost than that of simple GA [5].
Therefore, DGAs have a lot of advantages.
Generally, every island has the same environment that is population size, crossover rate, mutation rate and so on.
However, the environment can be diﬀerent in each island. We called this DGA as Environment Distributed Genetic
Algorithm (EDGA) [6]. This scheme can be applied to several types of the problems. In MOGADES, this scheme
is applied to multi-objective GA. A multi-objective optimization problem can be changed into a single objective
optimization using weight parameters wi as follows,
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To derive the Pareto optimal solutions, a lot of simulations with diﬀerent weight parameters should be needed.
Because MOGADES is one of EDGAs, there are several islands and each island can have a diﬀerent weight parameter.
This is the basic concept of MOGADES.
At the same time, the search mechanisms of SPEA2 and NSGAII are included into MOGADES. The overall
process of MOGADES is summarized as follows. In this case, the problem that has two objects is explained. Each
island has own weight value, an elite archive and a Pareto archive. The weight value is used when the ﬁtness value
is derived. During the search, the solutions that have the best ﬁtness values are preserved in an elite archive. In the
same way, the solutions that are non-dominated to the other solutions are stored in a Pareto archive.
Step 1: Initialization: Generate new individuals. Those individuals are divided into islands Pi0 (i = 1, 2, . . . M ).
Set the weight value wi of ith island. At ﬁrst, the weight values are arranged equally from 0.0 to 1.0. For
example, when M = 5, the weights are 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0. In this time, the elite archive EA0i and Pareto
archive P A0i are empty. Set generation t = 0. Calculate the values of function 1, 2 and the ﬁtness value of each
individual.
Step 2: Starting new generation: Set t = t + 1.
The Steps from 3 to 9 are performed in an island independently.
Step 3: Crossover and mutation: Perform crossover and mutation operations.
Step 4: Evaluation: Calculate the values of function 1 and 2. Normalize the values of functions by the maximum
value of each function. Calculate the ﬁtness value of each individual. The ﬁtness value is derived from equation
(3).
Step 5: Selection: Perform selection operation to Pit .
Step 6: Terminal Check: When the terminal condition is satisﬁed, terminate the simulation. Otherwise, the simulation is continued.
that are non-dominated and copy them into
Step 7: Pareto Reservation: Choose the individuals of Pit and P At−1
i
P Ati . When the number of P Ati overcomes the maximum number of the Pareto archive, the sharing operation is
performed. The sharing method of MOGADES is carried out as follows. The individuals of Pit are sorted with
along to the ﬁtness value. Calculate the distance of the ﬁtness value between the neighborhood individuals.
Truncate the individual who has the smallest distance.
Step 8: Elite Reservation: According to the ﬁtness values, reserve the individuals who have good ﬁtness values into
EAti .
Step 9: Renewal the search individuals: Pit = Pit−1 + P Ati + EAti .
Step 10: Migration: Choose some individuals and move to the other island. In MOGADES, migration topology is
ﬁxed. When migration is performed, the weight value of the island is changed in the following equation,

wi (new)

d(i+1,i)
d(i,i−1) + d(i+1,t)
d(i,i−1)
+wi−1
d(i,i−1) + d(i+1,i)

= wi+1

(3)

In this equation, wi is the weight value of ith island, d(i+1,i) the distance between the individuals who has the
best value in i + 1th island and ith island.
Step 11: Return to Step 2.

2.2

Distributed Cooperation model of Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm (DCMOGA)

In the good Pareto optimum solutions, optimum solutions of each objective should be included. In DCMOGA, there
are N + 1 islands when there are N objects. One of them is the group for ﬁnding the Pareto optimal solutions. This
group is called MOGA group. One of the other groups is the group for ﬁnding the optimum of ith objective function.
These groups are called SOGA groups. After some iterations, the solutions are exchanged between the MOGA group
and SOGA group for ith objective function.
From MOGA group, the solution whose value of ith objective function is the best is sent to the SOGA group for
ith objective function.
From the SOGA group for ith objective function, the best solution is sent to the MOGA group. Like this way,
the solutions are derived with the cooperation of MOGA and SOGA groups.
2.3

Distributed Cooperation model of Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm with Environmental Scheme
(DCMOGADES)

In the proposed algorithm, two diﬀerent algorithms, MOGADES and DCMOGA, are combined. The algorithm is
called DCMOGADES. DCMOGADES has the mechanism to ﬁnd the Pareto optimal solutions that are close to the
real Pareto front, widespread, and the same as the solutions that maximize/minimize each objective. The followings
are the procedures.
Step 1: There are m islands. These islands are divided into N + 1 groups, since there are N objective functions.
One of them is the group for ﬁnding Pareto-optimum solutions. This group is MOGA group. One of the other
groups is for ﬁnding the optimum of ith objective function. These groups are called SOGA groups.
Step 2: Initialize all of the individuals of islands.
Step 3: In MOGA group, the Pareto optimal solutions are searched by MOGADES. In SOGA groups, each optimum
solution is searched by DGA.
Step 4: At every generation, the elite archive and Pareto archive are renewed in MOGA group. Elite archive is also
renewed in SOGA groups.
Step 5: After some iterations, the individuals are chosen randomly and move to the other islands in every group.
Step 6: After some iterations, the solutions are excahnged between the MOGA group and SOGA group for ith
objective function. From MOGA group, the solution whose value of ith objective function is the best is sent
to the SOGA group for ith objective function. This solution is Mi . From the SOGA group for ith objective
function, the best solution at that iteration is sent to the MOGA group. This solution is Si .
Step 7: Mi and Si are compared.
When Mi > Si , one of the islands of MOGA group is move to the SOGA group for ith objective function.
When Mi < Si , one of the islands of the SOGA group for ith objective function is moved to the MOGA group.
Step 8: The terminal criterion is checked. If the criterion is not satisﬁed, the simulation returns to Step 3.
The concept of DCMOGADES is summarized in Figure.1.
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Numerical Examples

In this section, to discuss the eﬀectiveness of DCMOGA, DCMOGA is applied to test functions. The results are
compared with those of SPEA2 [3] and NSGAII [2].
3.1

Test Functions

In this paper, we use a knapsack problem for discrete problem and KUR for a continuous problem. Knapsack problem
is a discrete problem and it is very diﬃcult to ﬁnd a real Pareto front. In this paper, the problem who has 750 items
and 2 objectives is treated and it is called KP750-2. The proﬁt and weight values are the same as [3, 7].

KP 750 − m :
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s.t.
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Figure 1: Distributed Cooperation model of Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm with Environmental Scheme (DCMOGADES)
KUR was used by Kursawa in [8]. It is a multi-modal function in one component and pair-wise interactions
among the variables in the other component. Since there are 100 design variables, it needs a high calculation cost to
derive the solutions. Equation is shown as follows.


 min f1
KU R : min f2


3.2
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(5)

GA Parameters

To solve the test functions, bit coding is used for representing the individuals. 750 bit length is used for the knapsack
problem and 20 bit length is used for each design variable of the KUR. In GA, two point crossover and bit ﬂip
mutation is applied. In the knapsack problem, there are 250 individuals and simulation is terminated when the
number of evaluations is over 500000. In the KUR problem, there are 100 individuals and simulation is terminated
when the number of generation reaches 1000. In the following section, the results of DCMOGADES are compared
with those of NSGA2 and SPEA2. All the results are the average of 10 trials.
3.3

Evaluation Methods

To compare the results derived by each algorithm, the ﬁgure of the derived Pareto-optimum solutions and Ratio
of Non-dominated Individuals (RNI) are used. RNI is derived from comparing two solutions, which are derived by
two methods. RNI is derived from the following steps. At ﬁrst, two populations from diﬀerent methods are mixed.
Secondly, the solutions that are non-dominated are chosen. Finally, RNI of each method is determined as the ratio
of the number of the solutions who are in chosen solutions and derived by the method and the total number of the
solutions. By RNI, the accuracy of the solutions can be compared.
3.4
3.4.1

Results
KP750-2

The derived Pareto fronts are shown in ﬁgure 2. RNI of KP750-2 is shown in ﬁgure 3.
From the results, the solution set of DCMOGADES is wide spreader than that of the other algorithms. In the
ﬁgure of RNI, DCMOGADES is superior to the MOGADES.
From this result, the eﬀectiveness of DCMOGA is illustrated.
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Figure 2: KP750
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Figure 3: RNI of KP750

Figure 4: KUR
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Figure 5: RNI of KUR
3.4.2

KUR

The derived Pareto fronts are shown in ﬁgure 4. RNI of KUR is shown in ﬁgure 5.
In the KUR problem, DCMOGADES and MOGADES derived the Pareto front whose solutions are widespread.
On the other hand, the solutions of SPEA2 and NSGAII are concentrated on around the center of the ﬁgure.
From this result, in this problem, MOGADES has higher searching ability compared to the SPEA2 and NSGAII.
In the comparison of DCMOGADES with MOGADES, the results of DCMOGADES are superior to MOGADES.
Therefore, in this problem, the factor of DCMOA works well.
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Conclusions

In this study, the hybrid algorithm called DCMOGADES is proposed. This algorithm is derived by combining
DCMOGA and MOGADES. The proposed algorithm is applied to solve the problems of the knapsack problem and
KUR. The derived Pareto optimum solutions are compared with those of NSGA2 and SPEA2. From the results, the
following two things are made clear. The knapsack problem and KUR are the diﬃcult problems to ﬁnd real Pareto
front. In these problems, DCMOGADES is superior to NSGA2 and SPEA2. Compare to MOGADES, the result of
DCMOGADES is better. Therefore, the mechanism of DCMOGA that ﬁnds the optimum solutions of one of the
objective functions works well.
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